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Log home a tribute
to late husband
“My husband travelled all over the world with his job
and he said Muskoka is the most beautiful place that you
are ever going to find in the world. He just thought it
was the most amazing place.”
By Kim GoGGinS | PHotoS © trUe nortH loG HomeS

T

he Koenderman cottage was always a warm,
welcoming place for friends and family. Tucked
within mixed Muskoka forest and overlooking 215
feet of Little Lake Joe, the property has welcomed friends
of Paul, Suzanne and their children Julianne and Aaron
since 1987.
From the time Paul helped build his parents’ cottage
on Go Home Lake when he was 16, the high school
sweethearts embraced the area as their second home.
After they were married and had children, Suzanne’s
career as a teacher afforded her and the kids the luxury of
spending every summer at the cottage while Paul drove
up every weekend from Kitchener.
“We’d been going up to Muskoka basically our whole
lives and then in 1987 we bought a cottage on Little Lake
Joe and loved it,” recalls Suzanne. “The kids had lots of
gangs up there. They brought high school friends, college
friends – it was just a place of happening. Our kids both
worked at Clevelands House when they were teenagers.”
The setup was perfect for their needs so she was
surprised when Paul came home from a Calgary trade
show several years ago and told her he wanted to build
a log cottage. “We hadn’t decided we were building a
cottage or anything and he came back and said, ‘I have
seen the most incredible cottage that we should build. It’s
a log one.’”
The cottage that had such an impact was an impressive
True North Log Home boasting classic post-and-beam
design with slow-growth white pine walls. As an engineer,
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This 6,485-square-foot log
cottage on Little Lake Joe
replaced a smaller cottage that
the owners had since 1987.

“We’re skiers and when you go out west skiing you
just see more of the round log look. We wanted it
to look more ‘ski lodge.’”
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he also valued True North’s technology that
ensures tight joints and zero air infiltration.
“I said, ‘Oh, a log one. I’m not sure I
want a log cottage,” says Suzanne with a
laugh, remembering her thoughts going to
a drafty little cabin.
But once they met CEO Rob Wrightman
and his son Kyle at their headquarters in
Bracebridge, and they explained the True

North Log Home system, and showed them
photos of recent builds, she was just as
enthusiastic as Paul. They planned to tear
down their cottage and build their dream
right there on Little Lake Joe to continue
making memories. The plan they chose
was loosely based on the Citadel 1 and 5
designs, but Paul had them implement
many of his own design ideas.

APPLIANCE SALES & SERVICE
Barbecue Cylinder & Auto
Propane Refill Service

645-4294
1-866-645-4294

Box 959, 228 Taylor Road,
Bracebridge
www.bracebridgepropane.ca
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The open main foyer with slate floor offers excellent views of Little Lake Joe. The stairs to the left
lead upstairs to the open loft and downstairs to the finished lower level. Directly to the right of the
main double door is the laundry room/mud room and a powder room exists before the totem pole.

The tri-prow front with
white pine vaulted
ceiling and walls creates
an intimate ambiance in
this grand room. Note
the intricate detail in
the dovetail corner, a
signature feature of a
True North Log Home.

Handcrafted from granite with whispers of pink from the nearby
Rosseau quarry, the floor-to-ceiling structure is as much a work
of art as it is a functional wood-burning fireplace.

The large Great Room appears cosy with the warmth of eastern white pine log walls and vaulted ceiling and substantial granite fireplace. Owner, Suzanne
Koenderman, purchases a lot of unique furnishings and accessories, including this massive area rug, from HillTop Interiors in Rosseau.
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The octagonal room off the kitchen is a favourite place for the grandkids to play and
watch TV. The round wooden table is a takeaway from the former cottage and was kept
for the kids to paint and eat and bang away on it. The ceiling in this room is vaulted with
exposed structural beams and a kingpost.
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BELOW: The open loft area is highlighted by
an interesting vaulted ceiling and acts as a
communal area for the four bedrooms on the
upper level.
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705-687-7617 • 1-800-668-9858

IMPROVE YOUR POINT OF VIEW!
A large common area
beneath the sloped ceiling
of a large dormer creates a
nook for reading – or in the
grandkids’ case, practising
plays and doing puzzles.
“It was his dream,” says Suzanne.
“He put a lot of time and effort into this
building. It was his dream cottage.”
Sadly, Paul was killed on the way to the
cottage, about two years ago, when a truck
tire flew off and hit his SUV. He never did
get to enjoy the finished building.
But his spirit and ideas are captured in
many of the unique details of the seven
bedroom, five-and-a-half bath cottage
and matching 3,234-square-foot detached
garage with upper guest quarters.
His desire to capture the essence of a ski
lodge out west with rounded hand-hewn
posts and beams was perfectly executed by
the craftsman that True North found to do
the job.

www.windowworksmuskoka.net

All About Kitchens

Custom cabinetry designed for your home or cottage

Bracebridge | 3 Gray Rd. | 705.646.0347
Huntsville | 4 Centre St. N. | 705.789.6161
Stoney Creek | 16-263 Barton St. | 905.662.6628

www.allaboutkitchens.ca
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The large gourmet kitchen features a double propane
range and refrigerator hidden behind custom cabinetry. The large peninsula seats six. The middle island
and peninsula make it a great place to entertain large
groups.
Steps from the large peninsula, a live-edge maple
dining table, handcrafted by Suzanne Koenderman’s
nephew, Dave Nicoletta, comfortably seats eight. While
the stunning table top was made by Nicoletta, the
metal legs were created by blacksmith Matt Church
who has a shop on Highway 11.
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The large master bath features a seamless glass shower and extensive custom vanity with antiqued bronze fixtures.

These bucolic curved timbers offer
structural support and beauty with the
pillars that support the porch roof, the
porch handrail and those on the secondlevel balconies, as well as the timber-frame
design in each dormer.
“They were all hand hewn; Paul insisted
on that,” says Suzanne. “He thought the
look was just majestic. It was cosy yet
grand looking. We’re skiers and when you
go out west skiing you just see more of the
round log look. We wanted it to look more
‘ski lodge.’”
Once inside the main double doors to
the cottage, in the open foyer, views of
Little Lake Joe are taken in through three
expansive walls of windows in the Great
Room. The two levels of windows, from
floor to vaulted ceiling, allow sun to drench
the room with sunlight. A double door of
glass with transom window above leads to
the deck that spans the width of the cottage,
facing the lake.
“The original design didn’t have those
windows right up to the top,” notes
Suzanne. “It looks like a staircase going up
with the windows. That was Paul’s idea to

bring in lots of light.”
The tri-prow front, along with the
white pine ceiling and log walls on
either side, creates an intimacy not easily
obtained in such a grand space. Distressed
hickory floors run through this room and
throughout the entire cottage.
Part of this ambiance can also be
attributed to the floor-to-ceiling granite
fireplace that anchors the space on the
left side of the room. Handcrafted from
granite with whispers of pink from the
nearby Rosseau quarry, the structure is
as much a work of art as it is a functional
wood-burning fireplace. Two thick maple
logs protrude above the Rumford firebox
to balance a substantial maple mantel. This,
and the mantel on the granite fireplace in
the lower level were made from a favourite
maple tree on the property that had to be
felled. Another one of Paul’s ideas.
Across the room, a corner between the
Great Room and dining area showcases
meticulous craftsmanship in a military
sculptured dovetail design. This log joinery
is also featured at the corner of the main
foyer and hallway to the master suite – two

All of the guest washrooms except one have
large seamless glass showers.
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of four such structural elements in the
cottage.
To enhance the stone of the woodburning fireplace and counterbalance the
warmth of the pine walls, Suzanne chose
a dark blackish-grey colour for the upper
walls and the open loft.
With access from the main foyer via
open-style log stairs, the loft overlooks
the Great Room and lake through the
windows. A large common area beneath
the sloped ceiling of a large dormer creates
a nook for reading – or in the grandkids’
case, practising plays and doing puzzles.
This area joins four bedrooms – two each
at the end of a hallway that runs between
the open space and log banister – that are
at angles to one another.
“Paul wanted those bedrooms angled
like that because he didn’t want a big
square wall there,” notes Suzanne. “This
way, there’s an alcove area and you kind of
walk into your bedroom that way.”
Each bedroom on this level has vaulted
ceilings and its own private balcony
through large double glass doors. One
has its own ensuite; two are joined by a
Jack-and-Jill washroom and the fourth
has inside access to the main bathroom on
that level, which also has a door into the
communal space.
Back downstairs, on the main level, the
Great Room opens to the spacious gourmet
kitchen and dining area that overlook the
lake.
Handcrafted cabinetry swathed in
dark green with a black wash makes the
pine walls and ceiling stand out, while a
centre island and nearby beverage station
antiqued in creamy white offers a contrast
to the dark colour. Prep space is abundant
with a long, two-tiered peninsula that seats
six and holds a double sink, the island that
features a prep sink and large pendant
lighting, and an uninterrupted counter
that stretches about six feet beneath a large
window.
“The reason we did that is because we
have such large gangs and everybody that
comes helps with food preparation and
clean up,” explains Suzanne.

The family room on the lower level is a great place for guests
with children to unwind in front of the fireplace or play with the
bubble hockey table and other toys. Large double glass doors
lead to the lake.

This upper guest room is often fought over by guests due to its views of the
lake by private balcony and private ensuite bathroom.

The master bedroom is a relaxing retreat
with double glass doors that lead to its own
private space on the main deck.
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With five grandkids, children Julianne and Aaron, and many friends and
family, the Koenderman cottage continues to be filled with love and laughter,
just as it was when Paul was alive.
The granite countertops are striking with
ribbons of white, grey and pink that draw
in similar colours from the fireplace stone.
“This is a fabulous kitchen. I like this
kitchen better than my house kitchen,” she
jokes.
Steps from the large peninsula, a liveedge maple dining table, handcrafted by
her nephew, Dave Nicoletta, comfortably
seats eight (but accommodated 12 at
Christmas). While the stunning table top
was made by Nicoletta, the metal legs were
created by blacksmith Matt Church who
has a shop on Highway 11. Church also
handcrafted metal exterior light fixtures
with the shapes of animals on either side of
every exterior to a balcony or deck.
And, he created the elaborate metal
chandelier that hangs from the structural
kingpost in the octagonal room off the
dining area. A high vaulted ceiling in this
room highlights the intricate structural
system along with the beauty of white pine
beams.
Completely enclosed in walls of glass,
this comfortable space is reminiscent of
a treehouse with the surrounding forest,
and offers exceptional views of the rugged
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and treed landscape that slopes to the
cedar dock that stretches out into the bay.
It also acts as a TV and play room for the
grandchildren.
A second octagonal room is featured
right below, on the lower level, for a
ground view of the surroundings and
another place to gather.
With five grandkids, children Julianne
and Aaron, and many friends and family,
the Koenderman cottage continues to be
filled with love and laughter, just as it
was when Paul was alive. This Christmas
saw 18 people share the space and in the
summer it’s not uncommon for the cottage
to be filled with guests.
Which is why the master suite, tucked
behind the fireplace of the Great Room, is a
nice oasis for Suzanne to retire to at the end
of a long day.
Soothing grey on one wall marries well
with the rustic Douglas fir beams that run
perpendicular to the white pine on the
ceiling.
An over-sized double glass door, framed
in pine with a transom window above, lead
to a private covered area of the main deck
that overlooks Little Lake Joe. Four other

windows bathe the room in light.
Boasting taupe and grey tones, the master
ensuite features a handcrafted dark grey
double vanity with generous space around
each rectangular sink, a marble countertop
and antiqued bronze fixtures, which are
also featured in the large seamless glass
shower. The ceramic tile on the floor and in
the shower matches well with the hues of
the vanity counter.
This ensuite and the bedroom that goes
with it is mimicked on the lower level
where guests also enjoy a second bedroom
and family room with a wood-burning
granite fireplace and double glass doors
leading to flagstone pathways and stairs to
the extensive dock, as well as a terrace with
stone fire pit.
It’s everything Paul wanted it to be
and has even caught the attention of the
National Association of Home Builders,
which awarded the cottage with the 2018
Award for Excellence in Home Design over
4,000 square feet.
“This was Paul’s dream,” surmises
Suzanne. “As the kids say, he’s there with
us all the time. We think of him a lot when
we’re at the cottage.”
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